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Tennis and basketball court ?

Lebanese lawyer negotiates 'research' land
By DAVID PAYSON

Negoliations are now in progress between Central and a
Lebanese lawyer to establish a
scientific research station on
Lebanese-owned land, 15 miles
northeast of Ellensburg. But these
negotialions have become so confused that any chance of a college
research area on the land appears
to be a long way off.
The Lebanese lawyer, Mounir
Mkarzcl, said in a Crier story
published last summer that Central could use a parcel of his
dienls" land for a scientific resear('h station. Mkarzel, you may
n·<·all, represents three Lebanese
land investors who, in three land
dPals in 1975 and 1976, purchased
ovPr ~5.000 acres of Kitti las Valley
la11d for a price exceeding one
million dollars.
I n llw summer int.er view ,
f\tkanel said he was employing
sci<"nt.i :.; t s from ('('ntrnl to conduct
miner al and water studies on the
land, rrnd it wa;; throuKh this
rn11tart with ttw rollq.~1· that the
id1·u o( a

rollt-~1· - hased

n ·search

l\rea on tl11· land first originated.
\\'lw11 a~kl'll if anyone from the
college had officially contacted him
about thf> idea, Mkarzel-had at that
• 1n\"

n ·rifi('r. .

T\1:1 1 \\; 1"

'.\1 ' "'.

""Jq{

b •, \ .l

V'"'i ."
u111 · .

1'!". llffici;t\ 1· 1111 1 act
lwt w1T11 ( '1·111 ral a11d 1 ht· Lt>hanesP
has l1t•1·11 1·stalilishl'd. and as
h11w1 •\

aln·ady stated, things are becoming ('onfusing-and bizarre.
In English often hard to understand, Mkarzel spoke recently of
the land negotiations between
himself and Central. "A group of
professors and I have ('ome to find
a piece of land that is agreeable to
the college," he said. "I have forwarded to the investors a proposal
the college people sent me. They
ltht' professors] have indicated to

me they are willing to use the land
as a research area."
When asked,_ Mkarzel said he
could not identify any of the professors who chose the proposed
research site. He said he did not
know their names. Two Central
geologists, Robert Bentley and
Steven Farkas, who might know
the identities of the professors, are
out of town at the time of this
wriling. In the past, both men
have been employed by Mkarzel.
According to Mkarzel, the land
the professors selected is "roughly
25 to 30 · acres in size and a spot
that ·has
timber on it."
He was asked if the land would
be the college's to own. 'Tm giving
the land to them to use," he said.
"They wouldn't want to own it."
Upon request, Mkarzel showed the
land agreement that the college
had sent him-the same agreement he said he had sent a'copy of
tn his clients in Lebanon. Dated
Atq~ust 27, 1976, it contains a
numlwr of t.cn1 at ive proposals
from t lw eollegl' 0 11 how the land
would be used for research purposl's. It lists stipulations, limitations. etc. the college would observe if the land became theirs to
use. All the terms of the agree. ment are subject to Mkarzel's
:-l\\\lrnv~il.

Part o[ the agreement reads:

"ThP owner hereby grants to the

college a license for a period of five
years, commencing Sept. 1, 1976
and ending on August 31, 1981, to
use, occupy and explore all lands
owned or leased by the owner
within Kittitas County."' The document is signed by Bernard Martin,
dean of natural sciences and
mathematics.
Although he received it some
nine months ago, Mkarzel has not
yet responded to the document.
Whether this is due to the distance
factor between himself and his

clients, or whether it is because he be to, provide recreation facilities
does not approve of the agree- for students staying there. "So
ment's terms, remains unclear; they would be encouraged to go
but this much is certain: Mkarzel there," he said.
Finally, Mkarzel said about his
has devised another plan to make
the land accessible to the college, a plan, "So, as far as I'm concerned, I
plan that differs radically from the have initiated an approach that
has been welcomed by the college
one Central has proposed.
Mkarzel's plan involves having a and the investors."
But Bernard Martin, the college
college representative come in and
actually live on the proposed re· official who was instrumental in
search site, in a kind of show of drafting the land agreement sent
faith. Once this has been done, to Mkarzel, was far from "welMkarzel said, plans to develop the comed" when told all this. He was
research area could proceed. The surprised, even shocked. He had
Lebanese lawyer apparently views no idea that a specific section of
this plan as an alternative to the
college's proposals. In fact, he
already has a person in mind to
live on the land and hold it for the
college.
He explained: "I have been in ·
touch with a college guy living
in Quilomene. He's got to move for
some reason, so I proposed to him
Lo live in Parke Creek (the name of
the Lebanese-owned land where
the tPntative college site is )orated), and I wouldn't" charge him
By PAMELA WHITENER
anything if he would use the
proposed college lot. And this
The Presidenlial Search Comwould be a good start, the first mittee has finally completed it's
step toward a research institute to draft of criteria and charges and
be in Parke Creek later on." had them approved by the Board
When asked who this man was, of Trustees Friday nighL

land had already been chosen for
the research site. Nor had he any
knowledge of Mkarzel's new plan.
Locating the land agreement,
Martin explained that it was designed as a starting document lo
legalize a working agreement between Mkarzel, his clients and the
college. He showed a cover letter
he had written and senl to Mkarzel
with the agreement. In the letter
he said he had asked Mkarzel "to
read the agreement draft and
make any corrections or sugges (<'on 'I.. on pg. 2)

Search for new
Central president
continues
carries a minumum of $40.000
annual salary and college housing.
Some of the criteria for th e
presidential seat is to have earned
a doctorate from an accredited
institution and a record of scholar-

Mkar7.<'I s<iirl h<' ron1nn't. rPmPm her the man's name. "He was

<l c·lay in
committee ad.ion was <lue to the

ship and teaching requisite for a
f11ll fH'of('•:;sorship. Ti j .., ~ i ; tf , . ,) 111.1 /
other applicants ou t .:-.i(k 11f Lil e

previously working for the coliege
and living at Quilomene, which the
college was using for research
purposes," said Mkarzel. "I told
him he could stay on that lot,
providing he got the college's approval. I have tried to convince
him to live there, to bring his
model horn~, and then I would talk
t~ the president of the ,college, a~d ~
smce then I haven t had any
answer from him."
Mkarzel said the reason he
would build a tennis court and a
basketball court on the land would

absencP of a Board of Trustees.
Now that Central has a board and
i(has been confirmed by Gov. Ray,
the search committee has been
moving along rather quickly, according to. Burton Williams, chairman of the committee.
The advertising of the position
includes telling of the opening
presidency, to over 3,000 colleges ,
and universities throughout the
US. Also, advertisements in affirmative ·action mailings, placement bureaus and newspapers
have been placed by the commiltee. The budget for these costs,
plus the traveling expenses of the
eight finalists is approximately
$10,000.
When asked if the
of
inactivity by the committee would
hamper good prospective presidential candidates from Central,
Williams said, "We've already
received some. No, I still think we
will get some good applicants. The
newspaper ads will be coming out,
and I think we will be getting more
applications in the next few
weeks."
The applicants have until Aug.
1, 1977 to send.their resumes to
Burton Williams. The presidency

traditional education;il community
may have the necessary qualifi cations for the position acquired
through other experiences.
The candidate is required to
have a background in creative
administration experience. It is
preferred that administrative experience include significant involvement with agencies of state
and federal government, the
handling of diverse interpersonal
relations and lhc responsibility for
substantial budgets.
It is hoped that the candidate
will possess the attributes of
communication in order to become
a spokesperson for higher education fo Central Washington and
Lo manage a respected posilion in
discussions among the six state
colleges and university presidents.
The committee will complete all
preliminary screening by October
15, 1977, at which time the
committee shall advise Lhe Board
of Trustees of at least 30 persons
who will be considered in the final
selection process.
At the Baord of Trustees' Jan·
uary, 1978 meeting. the list of the
eight finalists will be announced
by the committee.
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Job market shows upward trend
By GARY FISHER
Job prospects look good tor
Central's 1977 graduating seniors,
according to Ivan Gome, assistant
director of the Career Planning
and Placement Center.
"The mass media and communications field looks good. Most of
the beginning jobs are in small
town newspapers, televison and
radio stations," Gorne said.
"Students in education will be
better off than the national average. As far as business goes,
employment prospects look good.
The economy seems to be picking
up," he said.
"For humanities such as sociology and psychology employment

will depend on government funding of the social service areas," he
said.

business outlook for 1977 is better
than 1976. The survey was conducted by Frank S. Endicott, retired placement director of NorthGorne said "The most important
western University.
thing a graduating senior should
The report stated a student with
know is what kind ot job to get in
a
BA degree in engineering can
his or her particular field.
make an average salary of $1242 a
"The job market is up in the rrionth. A student with a BA
Northwest. It's a national trend, degree in liberai arts can expect to
make an average of $866 a month.
also.''
It further said the ma.ior proDean Owens, director of the blem college graduates face in
Career Planninir and Placement adjusting to employment is the
Center, said, "Technical fields are transition from classroom learning
more important than nontechnical to job experience: relating theory
to practical situations.
fields."
. For mo.st gra~u~tes th!s can be a
According to the Endicott re- b1g st~p m their hves s~nce many
port, a survev of well-known h~ve httle or no experi.ence outbusiness and industr'al firms con- s1d~ the classroom hefore gradcerning employment trends for uat1on.
.
college graduates, most of the
Ot?er adjustment problems are:
companies polled said the general startmg at the bottom and feeling
-

Alcohol symposium : no
effervescent matter
Central is to be host to "A
Symposium on Sexually Active
Cool Aid-The Pleasures and Problems of Ripple Wine."
On Monday and Tuesday, May
23 and 24, the little theatre
upstairs in the SUB will be host to
a special symposium on alcohol.
The symposium will be jointly
sponsored by the Department of
Health Education, The Kittitas
County Community Alcoholism
CcntN. St udcnls from the Catho\i1· Campu s Mi11i s \ r y and \ \w Office

of the Dean of Students.

According to Bill

~iU_ar,

assis-

Incense

&
Head Gear
OPEN SUNDAY
Records, Tapes,
W aterbeds & Furniture
510 NORTH RUBY STREET
ELLENSBU.RG, WA 98926

tant professor of health education,
who teaches a course entitled
Alcohol and Alcoholism, the purpose of this symposium is to enable
the participant to develop an
understanding of 1) the use of
alcoholic beverages in our society,
2) the physical and social effects of
alcohol in our society, 3) problem
drinking and alcoholism and 4)
prevention and treatment of alcohol problems.
According to the National Insitute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NlAAA). alcohol is

America's most destructive drug.

everything must be learned all
over again, and inablility to write
or to use the English language
effectively.
The report pointed out factors
considered by employers hiring
new college graduates. The six
factors often taken into account
are: experience in campus activities, specialized courses, general
or liberal arts . courses, grades,
personal qualifications and parttime or summer employment whilf'
in college.
It further stated that greatest
imhort.nnl"P. is at.t.ar.hP.<l t.o nersona·
' qualifications including maturity,
initiative, enthusiasm, poise, appearance and the ability to work
with people.
It went on to say students with
higher grades show they have
learned to ask better questions,
where to find answers, how to
listen effectively-all qualities for
the successful employee.
Appearance is also one qualification graduates should take note
of. If one doesn't know what kind
of dress is appropriate, one is not
ready to be interyiewed for a job.
Working with other students in
a campus organization can develop ·

Americans who drink, one in ten i:
no_w either a serious problem
drinker or a full-fledged alcoholic.
This symposium is geared to
assist those who are concerned
about their own drinking habits
and the habits of a close friend, to
deal more effectively with these
problems.
Symposium Schedule
Monday, May 23: ·
3-3: 50- "Boozers and Users"
Who, What, Why, When and How
"Candy is Dandy, but, Liquor is

A recent survey by the NIAAA
Quicker"
shows that almost two-thirds of
3:50-4-Break
adult Americans know someone
4-4:50-"We've Come From the
who "drinks too much." Over oneStone Age to The Stoned Age",
third of those polled said this
"The Personality", Sure He
drinker is "close to me" (a relative
Drinks, but He's Not That Bad
or a friend) and that the problem
Yet"
bas existed for at least the last ten
4:50-7:00-Dinner
years. Each year over 50,000
7-9:30-Film: The Other ~uy
Americans die in traffic accidents.
"Sensuality and Alcohol", "ProOver half of those involve drunk
blem Drinking vs The Alcoholic"
drivers. There are over 500,000
alcoholics in the United States
Tuesday, May 24:
under the age - of 10 years~ _ OC
3-3:50-"Jocks and Jockettes":
approximately 95 to 100 million . "My coach says a couple of beers is
best for you after a hard workout,
because it has things your body
ANO TH ER WASTED.
needs that water or Pepsi don't
have.", "Medical and Physical AsSUMMER
pects of Alcohol"
3:50-4:00-Break
4-4:50-Film: "The Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, "L.S.D. ain't noFull Time Summer
thing, look at booze"
4:50-7:00-Dinner
. Work Available
7-9:30-Film: Guidelines on Alcoholism, "My Dad's A Drunk,
For Inform at ion
What A Waste", "Look At That
Drunk, How Disgusting". Where
call 925-4651
and How Can I Get Help?"

NOWAY

Applications are now open for an
editor for SUllllller quarter and one
for fall ·quarter. Must submit resume and
cover letter to Mass
Media Office, L & L 345.
For more in.formation, call
Campus Crier 963-1026 _or
Mass Media O.ffice 963-3342
Deadline .for applications,
May 31 at 4 pm.

poise, confidence and the ability to
get along with other people.
When a student is elected to an
important office by fellow students, maintains good grades and
also engages in part-time employment, there is reason to think the
student knows how to organize his
or her time.
The report said the companies
participating in the survey expect
to hire 16 per cent more college
graduates at the bachelor's.level in
1977 than were employed from
1976 classes. These companies
would raise starting salaries from
four to seven per cent.
It was reported about a fourth of
the bachelor's level graduates
hired three years ago left the
original company. Their reason
was lack of advancement, higher
salary offer, preferred another
location and poor performance.
The above factors are not related to the size or type of college
or university. Also, they are not
related to the sex or ethnic
background of the student.
Gome said "In the Northwest,
personal things count, like being
dependable, and having an ability
to work with and by _people."

JCC welcomes input
The Joint Committee on Committees, (JCC) is the coordinating
committee for the 100 or so
committees at Central which are
ASC governed.
These committees are academic,
administrative and student related
and the JCC is there to find
students to serve on them. The
JCC is in essence, an employment
agency and the link between the
Board of Control (BOC) and the
student body. The JCC approves

The JCC also is a sunset
organization-meaning they recommend the abolition of any committee no longer functioning- or
.who has outlived it's usefulness
One such committee is a legislati ve
information committee established
to keep Central students informed
of the current situation in Olympia
regarding college (and stud<:'nt)
oriented legislation.

personnel for BOC agencies.

Presently, the JCC consists of
five people: one member of the
BOC, one member of the residence
hall council, one student-at-large,
one student from the Judicial
Council and the associate dean of
Student Development. JCC's
chairman is Chuck McClure. Over
the past two years, the JCC has
shrunk from a fifteen member
group to a five member council.
The larger body was unweildy and
not much could be accomplished so
the JCC was condensed into a
more compact, efficient body better able to coordinate the numerous committees.

Unfortunately, th<' cornmi tf, ,,.
never goL off Lh c ground as iL un i,)
had two steady committee mem -

bers to handle all of the work and
soon after it's establishment il
became nonfunctioning. The JC C
recommended to the BOC t ht'
disbanding of the committee. They
felt the BOC could take care of all
the Olympia-oriented news.
If anyone finds some free timf'
and would like to help make
Central a better school, stop on by
the ASC office (next to the Bookstore) and they will be more than
willing to assist in finding a
committee or two in which one can
utilize talent and intelligence to a
better end.

Lebanese land
negotiations cool
(Con't. from pg. 1)
tions, and return it to me at his
earliest convenience."
Refeq'ing to when the agreement and letter was sent to
Mkarzel, Martin said, "That was
last August, and I've heard nothing from him."
When told that Mkarzel had said
professors from the college had already selected a 25 to 30-acre
timbered section of the Lebaneseowned land for a college research
site, Martin responded sarcastically, "Well, that's very nice. I
would say at this point, for the
record, that the Dean of the School
of Science [Martin) knows nothing
about any of this. That's very
interesting."
Martin said he had met Mkarzel
only a couple of times, and that
someone else had told him of
Mkarzel's plans to build tennis and
basketball courts on any land
selected by the college. About the
land negotiations, he was cautious.
"We'd like to use an area of the
land," said Martin, "as a scientific
laboratory-it'd be beautiful-but,
somehow, Mkarzel leaves the impression that he wants to build
. dormitories and everything, and

turn the land into some kin<J o•
college retreat center. Well , un fortunately, my ideas are not that.
As a state institution, I don't thi nk
we can legally contract with somebody in that way."
Martin
was --·also cool on
Mkarzel's plan of having a coll eg('
employee live on the selected lan d
to hold it for the college. "Th er e's
lot's of hangups with that kinJ Pl
arrangement," he said. "Lot' s ol
problems."
Martin did identify the "M ys
ter_y Man" Mkarzcl had a p
proached to live on the propo sed
college research site. His name is
Bob Pace. Until recently, Pace was
employed by Central as caretaker
of the college's scientific area at
Quilomene land located just n<Jrth
of the Lebanese-owned property
discussed in this article. When
Central could no longer afford lo
keep the land, the Quilomenc research site was closed down .
When President Brooks wa .c,
asked if Bob Pace had e ve r
contacted him to get permission t i•
live on the proposed research sill',
Brooks said "I haven't heard ;1
thing about it."

Cam

BOT sanctions·criterion

Student Activities. After her com·
ple1 ion of a doctorate degree,
Terry Milne, assistant professor of
Cenlral's Boa1'd of Trustees r.1,
May 13, culminating reports anu Counseling and Director of Resi·
£iguru projecting enrollment · dence Living, will receive one-step
numbers and listening to the increase in salary.
Two faculty members were
recommended elimination of a
number of master degree pro· announced as recipients of honors
at the meeting. Rod Lalley, direct·
grams.
The enrollment fi1ure for next or of alumni, will be attending the
year is expected to drop 214 from Air Command Staff College to
thia year's number·, or is expected work on his masters of BA in
to be a "headcount", of 7,'796 Montgomery, Alabama. His leave,
without pay, will be from August
r according to college officials.
In a report by Director of 1, 1977 to Sept. _1, 1978_.
Auxiliary Services, Wendell Hill,
Chester Keller, chairman of the
the enrollment prediction could philosophy department, was voted
mean a pos11lble reduction of 10 Distinguished Teacher Professor
from t'1e total college faculty for 1977-78. Along with the initial
allotment if the faculty formula ia honor, Keller will receive a stipend
1tabllized at the 72 per cent level of $1,000 for the year the h9nor is
- now included in state budgfl' carried. Although only five nomi·
proposals.
nations were submitted, the ad hoc
1'he enrollment figure could abn committee, responsible for the
mean a closure of Kamola Hall, due selection, considered all of them to
·to the predicted drop in 11tudent be of high respectability and
enrollment for fall quarter 1977. quality in their fields of instruc~
Hill also said to the Board that the tion. ·
,
housing rate fncrease of five and a
Keller has been a member of the
half per cent will alao be effectlv'\ old faculty council and has served
fall quarter. He noted there is 11 on the Senate Faculty. He has also
projected increa1e of 11 per cent in been a chairman of the Danforth
) total operational costs.
Fellowship Program in the North·
The Board elected Linda Clifton west.
as Chairman of the .Board and Torn
The Council for Postsecondary
Galbraith as Vice-Chairman. They Education (CPE) has recommen·
also voted in a resolution to thank ded several master degree pro·
Paul Shaake for his years of grams be eliminated from the
service on the Board.
curriculum at -central. The CPE
Other new business items in the has recommmended the art master
meeting included the approval of a degree be phased out. Central is
tiUe change for John Drinkwater not in concurrance with that idea,
-from Executive Manager of the as with some other recommenda·
Board of Control to Director of . tions by the CPE.

By PAMELA WHITENER

'

The recommendations have not
been secured and further action
will be taken next month. These
recommendations will affect all
stale colleges and universities.
According to President Brooks,
the implementation of the recom·
mendaLions would have a serious
offect on Central.
One undergraduate program
which look& bleak due to financial.
problems, according to Vice Presi·
dent Harrington, is the Intern&·
tional Studies Program. unle111
alternative sponsors or programs
are found Central wfll ·no longer
have an International Studies Pro·
gram. Two 11uch alternatives are
being sought out, with Central
outside an admini11trative role, as
was contrary to the case oJ the
9uadalajara·centered operation of
the last six years.
Other Board of Trustee business'
included:
-The retirement of Hazel Dun·
nington, associ11:te. professor of
communications/drama, effective
fall, 1977, with the tit]e of emeritus
profesor of communications and
drama.
-The retirement of Wilfred
Newsschwander, professor of
chemistry, effective August, 1977,
wilh the title of emeritus professor
of chemislry.
-Leaves of absence with time
lo count toward seniority were
given to Phillip Garrison, assistant
professor of English and to Milo
SmiLh.
- The naming of buildings on
campus will be announced at a
later date to allow time for the
people involved to be notified.

U&

Ken Kesey, author of One Flew
Over the Cookoo's Ne11t, says of

Hoo-haa II, 11 Hoo·.haa honors
• spring, brings people together
and generates stri- ng energy."
The Second Perennial Poetic
Hoo-haa took place iln the campus
of the University oi Oregon in
Eugene with an estimated gath
ering of 1,500 people la-st we kend.
The 11-hour program included
more than 100 poetli, musicians,
actors, jugglers, dancers, and Mr.
Spoons, who threatened several
times to steal the show· with his
· wild and superb taltint not only
with spoons but with forks as well.
At $2.50 per peruori, Hoo·haa
· was perhaps the best buy this
writer has made since Central's
fire sale.
Kesey and Ken Babb , his
longtim friend and '60's fellow
merry prankster, fathered Hoo·
had with the help of ITS ART.
ITS ART stands for Intrepid
Trips ~ociety for Aesthetic Revo·
lutionary Training; a group devoted to community projects in the
arts.
Kesey acted a behind-the·
scenes director and Babbs erved
as master of ceremonif\ .
~rhe
nergy of tht day was
poetic, to say the l ast, with the
presenc of such r nowned New
York poets as All n Gins erg,
Paul Krassner and Gregory Corso.
An added treat for Hoo-haaers
was the appearan of Rashaan
Roland Kirk, famed jazz saxo·
phonist., Kirk's evening set moved
many p ople to dance and brought
v ryone to th ir f et after his
performance ndcd with a note
lasting three miriut s, but ounded
more like five.
Kirk, recovering from a recent
stroke, was without th@ use of his
right a.rm which, to this Hoo·
haaer, seem d hardly noticeable.
1\.irk; before his stroke, was perhaps most famous for playing two
saxophones at one time. He has
also been known to play instru·
ments using his nose.
Once Hoo·haa .began Saturday
.at 11 1m. the acts. poetry

e

,readings, dance, theatre and music
<:ontinued nonstop until midnight.
The morning show began outside and featured talent fr.om the
Eugene area. The weather obliged
Hoo-haaers until early afternoon,
when a front moved in and thor··
oughly wetted the audience and
performers,. forcing everyone to
move inside.
One of the more exciting events
on the agenda was the Brothers
Kara~ozov, a four man juggling
act. The brothers held their audi·
ence's complete attention while
juggling lighted torches-all the
while, interjecting humorous monologues into their act.
An equally memorable act was
Reverand Chumleigh, a Firesign
Theatre-like character apparently
well-known in the campus area
from the long round of applause he
received when introduced.
Ch umleigh did an almost un·
believable straightjacket escape
act. He performed the two·mim1te
trick in front of the audience, ac·
c9mptmied by a well-coordinated
piano score played by Chumleigh's
! female assistant.
All of the participants were
well-1eceived at Hoo-haa with the
exception of a cowboy poet read·
ing a ltmgthy poem with a more
than erotic!, unprintable title.
The poem read like an excerpt
from an X-rated chauvinistic dime
novel, eliciting uproarous boos and
protests from the audience. More
than a few soli~ projectiles
reached or nearly reached the
unpopular, poet.
However, as one Hoo·haaer said,
"Regardless of what the poem
says, if it invokes comm nt either
positively or negativel.Y, it works.''
Not only were the participants
unforgetful but the. audience, too,
was unique. Therti were persons of
a1l ages and costumes. There were
musical people, athletic people,
gay people, r Jigious people, poetic
people, children, senior citizens,
hippies, drunks, stoners, straights
and countless other personalities.
The costumes of the Hoo-haaers
leaves the most colorful memory.
Some people were dressed as

r

Career planning
offers fob info
By CLINT ROBBINS

"We provide the opportunities
for students to plan their careers
and eventually get a job," said B.
Dean Owens, director of Central's
Career Planning and Placement
Center, "but it is up to the
students to come in and get help."
Owens said that "nothing magi·
cal can happen" for students in the
center located in Barge 105 11 but
we can provide the skills necessary for students to be able to
compete for jobs." He cited the
literature available discussing me·
thods of writing resumes for job
applications.
.
Services available include a
career· - library, which contains
occupational outlook handbooks,
employment information and dir·
ectories, salary information, over·
seas employment directories and
other materials to assist students.
Owens said the library is very well
stocked· with signigicant informa·
Uon.
The career planning services in
the center enable undetgraduates,
graduate students and alumni to
seek guidance in choosing a career
and assistance in personal help
with topical workshops.
As many non-education majors
as education majors find help in
the center, said Owens, who began
work at Central about ten years
ago. "I don't know as there's been
much of a shift in career emphasis
by students but there were more
education majors in the past."
clowns. some painted day·glo paint
There seems to be some shift of
on their faces, some wore antique interest into the business area
clothes, and a few even wore plain "and also into government ser·
clothing.
vices. rrhere is also more interest
in the technical and industrial
Around 5 pm Allen Ginsberg
education
department [at Centrail
arrived on the auditorium stage
as students recognize the improv· ·
with a small keyboard resembling ~ng market for· technical employ-·
a child's upright piano. Ginsberg ees."
He adde that salaries are
began an infectious Mantra chant. generally very good in these fields.
... All specialized fields are ,,be·
Onco the audience became in·
coming
more popular as remedial
volved in the chant, Ginsberg,
with two assistants holding the education for students is funded
keyboard in front of him, rose and
invited everyone to follow him
chanting.

Ken Kesey hosts 'Hoo-haa'
By LES FITSPATRICK
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with federal money," Owens said.
'The enrollement here is increas·
ing as students recognize the need
for remedial education work."
Outside employment ser'vices,
according to Owens, "provide us
with no conflict. We don't deal
~ith them as we are totally _
different: we are not an employment office.
"We exist to service students in
seeking positions, to help them in
making contacts," he said .. "Ulti·
mately, the goal is career place·
menl but we also emphasize
planning."
Although there are no figures
available for total placement this
year, Owens said the center has
had good success in the past.
"Several employers have com·
mented that students from Central
seem to be well-prepared for their
interviews.
"More students are beginning to
foUow the advice we give about
interviewing prospective employers before seeking employment,"
Owens noted. "This shows the
employer that the student is 1
mature enough. to seek informa·
tiori a.bout jobs before actually
choosing a career."
Other services- available for
students in the center include
on·compus interviews from October to March, listings of available
positi~rns (posted in the office) and
direct notification of these posi·
tions to registered students. "This
service is mainly for seniors,
graduate students and alumni, but.
all students can begin wherever
they want with our services. 11
Forms to be completed by
interested students should be
picked up three quarters before
graduation and the center hoicis a
credential file with personal and
confidential information about the
student. rrhe file is available to
prospective employers if they
request and there is no charge to
seniors for the services.
1

Family planning

The chanting line of people, with
Ginsberg ill the lead, filed out of
the "pit" and walked to the tennis
courts outside where dinner was
served.
Listening to ~Unsberg, a phys·
cally aging man, this wr'iter is
reminded of -a quote from Robert
Heinlein describing the human
race as one 11 whose members all
must die in early childhood."
When Ginsberg is gone, an era of
poetry goes with him.
The day's activities ended with a
lengthy poem from Ginsberg. Bas·
ically, the poem was about a
young, brash, nude poet visiting
an old, broken-down poet. The old
poet lecherously yearns for the
young poet . and the young poet
laughs -and mocks him. But some·
where in the lines, one feels a rush
of sadness because the young poet
wm, -too soon, be old.
Ginsberg finished his reading,
the crowd applauded and Hoo~haa
II was history.
The energy generated fr.om
II was strong- strong
enough to make this Hoo-haaer
count the month.s, days, and hours
until Hoo-baa III.
Hoo~ha~

This year for the first time, a
committee was formed to collect
copies of all the poems recited at
Hoo-baa II. The e are to be
published in an -anthology at a
later date. Write Oregon · State
University's department of infor·
mation to obtain a copy.

services added
The student health center is
making plans to offer family
planning services beginning this
summer quarter. According to
staff ~fficials this improvement is
being made because of a definite
need for college students to ·have
access to information and guidance
concerning birth control.
The new s&rvices include in·
formation and education about
birth control methods available, to
offer medically approved ·contraceptive methods and a yearly pap
f1!ear, pelvic and breast examinations and abortion counseling
and referral.
The student health center is
located on 11th and Poplar, a:nd
any full time _student is eligible for
care. Students can receive free
roomand board, meals (if one has a
meal card) and medicines (up to
$25) .
Other services offered include:
general medical care; x-ray and
laboratory tests; care of fractures,
lacerations and casting; physical
therapy; allergy shots; 24 hour
emergency care; pregancy testing
and veneral disease detection.
The staff of three physicians,
five nurses, one laboratory tech·

nician and one x-ray technician are
available Monday through Firday
from 9 to 11 am and 1:80 to 4 pm.
'rhere is no need to make' an
appointment for any of the ser·
vices other than indicated family
planning. The family planning
services will require an_appoint·
ment.

OVERTONS
Tropical Fish
~It aquarium

&

fish supplies

Hours: noon to 6 pm

962-9166
I

Rte. 3
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Oltl V1:ita11 M'••' 011 "ll•H trMk ....

closed Sun. & Mon.
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p~ge

School levies affect education standards
By RICHARD D. ANDERSON

the maintenance ·and upkeep of a
family and home.
When levies fail to pass, the
community suffers a reduction of
teachers and the abandonment of
certain programs necessary for a
well-rounded education of the students.
. Necessary text books are not
purchased, which means outdated
materials are being used; athletic
programs are cut back or discontinued; music programs are cut;
art supplies are not supplied; and
due to the reduction of the
· teaching force, students are faced
with overcrowded classrooms. All
of these situations place the effectiveness of the teachers at an
all-time low.
The result of this situation is
quite noticeable in the calibre of

educational proficiency in graduat- duty of the-teacher to accomplish parents and the school adminiing high school seniors. Not ~nly all work in class and therefore did stration; their teaching efforts are
One of the conflicts our public
do they not have basic educational not give any reinforcement at all. hampered by over-crowded classschools face today is the problem
foundations, they do not have the
At the end of the grading rooms; their educational standards
of discipline, both with student's
knowledge or understanding of period, I could not in conscience and goals are not met because of
behavior and educational expectaeducational principles. Their atti- pass the student to the next grade. indifference in the attitudes of
tions.
tude toward parents and teachers The student was not capable of students, parents and school
The policy of "levies" and the
does not show .respect and their handling math at even the third officials.
politics surrounding the methods
display of responsibility is lacking. grade level.
A possible solution to the proof securing funds for public schools
In my personal teaching exThe grade I gave the student blem might be to support the
has brought about a tremendous
perience, I had on one occasion a was an "F". I · was immediately public schools through the use of
change within the educational
student in the eighth grade. The called into the vice-principal's funds derived from presently im. family. This change has affected
class was "general math", and this office and was told, "We do not fail posed state taxes. (Or, as in
the attitudes; morales and standstudent could not add, subtract,
stud~:g.t~ anymo!e! so we wiil just
Alaska, assess every employed
ards of educational proficiency of
multiply or divide.
have to give the student a 'pass' person $10 annually for school
the students.
The answers to very basic math
grade and not indicate the level of support.)
Due to the very high cost of
problems were incredibly inaccur- - passing."
This would eliminate the politiliving and escalating federal and
ate.
The student would not
I explained to the vice principal cal pressures exerted on school
local tax structures, citizens are
attempt any homework and was
I could not do this as a teacher . officials and would leave them free
reluctant to agree to higher taxes
quite verbal about not doing so.
without compromising my own to administer and supervise an
(or levies) for schools because
The in-class work was at best very standards. He overruled my deci- educational program with a higher
standard wages just barely · cover
poor. The parents felt it was the
sion and gave the student a "pass" degree of credibility.
on the report card. His reasoning
They would be in a position to
for doing this was simple and to demand more cooperation from
the point: "Don't make waves, the parents without fear of political
adminisfrafion does not want un- reprisal and, as a direct result, the
happy parents because if they are students would be better educated
unhappy they will not vote for the and the educational system would
new levy to pass."
attain th~ respect it has had in the
This whole concept is a direct past.
violation of accepted and expected
Levies and the compromise of
educational standards. The tax educational principles they bring
system is dictating to the public about are not the answer to
school administration officials poli- responsible school funding. Our
By CLINT ROBBINS
ved three "baskets" which allowed · destine deals, and now we hate cies, procedures and management school administrators, parents,
for better mutual understanding Carter for showing us the oppo- within our school system, and this teachers and students should have
Future United States foreign between East and West. The site.
school system is most definitely quality education as their primary
policy will require some tough Soviet - Union has conveniently
Even the respected Christian
"substandard".
goal, and the. attainment of that
decisions testing the depth of forgotten the parts about humane Science Monitor noted several
Teachers cannot teach effective- goal should not be hampered by
committment we hold to our social treatment of citizens.)
weeks ago that the president had ly if they do not have solid the politics involved in levy-supand political institutions.
In the meantime, the Federal better get back t o "realistic" reinforcement from both the ported schools.
President Jimmy Carter has Republic of Germany (West Ger- diplomacy so the Soviet Union
confronted this test very honestly many) has also blasted, Carter for · would not be alienated. Carter was
for someone in the leadership his opinions in the human rights roundly criticized for his inexperbusiness since mid-January. The territory. West Germany is in the ience after the collapse of the first
ordinary Plains Baptist asserts process of negotiating with the SALT II meetings.
Members of Congress joined in
himsel{ on issues he feels contain German Democratic Republic
elements contrary to his moral (East Germany)
the relaxation the presidential paddling with
beliefs. An obvious example is his of laws restricting travel from the enthusaistic support for old style
speaking out on the human rights latter to the former.
diplomacy where the representaviolations in some countries.
West Germany has explained to . tives get together and lie about old
validity. Should literature and
For his trouble, Carter has been Carter in adamant terms that the times. Carter was reminded that
By JON BODIN
· photographic material of explicit
rebuffed by many of the world's negotiations between the German one musn't reveal too much to the
The recent obscenity convictior, sexual detail be made available to
most significant political figures. governments will not tolerate his adversary before the talks begin.
Our 39th knight has received opinions.
We hated Nixon for not revealing of Hustler magazine publishe1 those ·who desire to see such
criticism from the Soviet Union, the
Joining in the criticism of the a damned thing: to Congress, to Larry Flynt in a Cincinnati court material in private? Do local, state
has been bandied about in th€ or federal governments have the
Federal Republic of Germany, the former Georgia governor are for- the press or the people in general.
media to the point that most right to "legislate morals"?
Independent San Clemente and mer presidents and hopefuls,
In our view, censorship in any
In a similar vein, a recent issue
Americans are sick of hearing
many other capitols.
South American military dictatorabout it. To us, this is unfortunate, way, .shape or form is the real
Soviet leaders have apparently ships, who now refuse aid from the of Saturday Review discusses the
for we feel that much more than o obscenity. Granted, such material
tied Carter's stand on human yankee imperialists and the phony rising importance to world politics
prison sentence for one man is at as Flynt's Hustler should not be
rights w1th the Strategic Arms liberals in America who cling to of water. Most of the world's
inflicted on those who find it
Limitati~ns Talks II (SALT II) and the belief that some atheistic god poplulation hasn't access to decent issue in this case.
given him a choice between shut- surely makes things democratic in drinking water, especially those in
A brief recapping of the cas€ offensive, but couldn't this be
overcrowded third world cities.
•
ting up and reaching an agreement the Soviet Union.
may be helpful. Two and a haH accomplished by selling the proDespite all the ranting done a
· Many extravagant sche.1es .
or contmuihg the arms race.
years ago, Flynt founded Hustler, duct in a plain brown wrapper
One must ask how the Soviet few years ago by the good citizens have been suggested to remedy with the stated intent of providing which would conceal the offending
the situation (less than two per- ·a men's magazine for the working cover pictures, which are all
leaders, particularly His Excel- of this country, most of us really
lency the General Secretary, can do want a secretive, calculating cent of the earth's water is safe to class. Flynt developed an editorial children see of the magazine in the
drink for ·humans) but it was style, in both printed and photo· first place.
forget so soon the agreements president who will destroy the
Anytime a community says that
reached in the 1975 Helsinki world to keep himself and, hts concluded that the best answer is graphic material, more graghic
to conserve and improve the than that of any other magazine its members will be denied access
country in power.
discussions. Brezhnev and his
situation as it is currently.
Some of the most liberal, antiKremlin fellows were eager to
ever to reach mass circulation in to any nationally circulated literature, we feel that a dangerous
United States foreign policy has this country.
come to these agreements to make Nixon journalists and commenprecedent is being set. Hustler
paid particular attention to the
legitimate the status quo, (i.e., tators in the United States were
Flynt -· subsequently expanded enjoys a circulation which has
right of dissidents, minority
Soviet dominance), in Eastern quick to find fault with Carter's
his venture to include "Hustler been estimated at two and a half
groups, ordinary citizens fighting
Europe.
openness. We hate Frost's scoop
Clubs"
and "Leisure Time Pro- million. A desire for this magazine
the evil forces Qf communism and
(The Helsinki agreements invol- for lying to us and making clanducts"
(A . mail order service, obviously exists among many
·..,
named after Flynt's associate pub- Americans .
EDITOR:
lisher and wife., Althea Leasure,
BUSINESS MAIY.AG.ER:
Under this precedent, it is
Pamela Whitener
by which readers could obtain conceivable that a day will come
Mary Mahi..n
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'Plains Baptist' criticized
for international strategy
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Censorship is the
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To the editor
Mad dash
on D St.

The intersection at 8th and D is
indeed a dangerous place, and I
avoid it if possible. I agree with
David Payson that the crazy jog of
, (Sprague is a major problem, as

are the shrubs and trees on 8th. on 8th is probably among the
Another problem is the inconsis- reasons why some absent minded
tent traffic light. It would be best drivers ignore the light when it is
to leave it in the red/amber/green red. They have become conditionpat tern permanently instead of ed to expect the flashing amber
switching to the flashing amber on instead of the red light.
8th and flashing red on D. This
While most of us adult drivers
lat _~r light pattern greatly in- and pedestrians can become sencreases the danger for drivers who sitized enough to this danger so
musl make a turn from .D to 8th in that we proceed cautiously at this
either direction. They cannot see intersection, the danger still rethe westbound traffic pedestrians mains for other. Young and
and about cars coming to D from inexperienced drivers, out-of-town
Sprague.
motorists, elderly pedestrians and
The sometimes flashing amber children who live in the area, not

)

OPINION

to mention Hebeler School children, are potential accident victims.
I do not think that we need
federal funds or Town/Gown summit meetings to reduce the accident hazard in this area. Consistency in traffic light control would
he an easy, if not a perfect
solution.
Victor Marx

Brainwash
or burn

Debunk Zeus for o 'crooked king'
By ROBIN CAMPO

I

Now these here frogs had lived a
happy life in the marshes. They
had jumped and splashed around
with never a care in the world.
Yet some of these little critters
just weren't satisfied with their
easygoing life. They thought they
should have a king to rule over
them and to watch over their
morals and P's and Q's. So they
decided to send a petition to Zeus
(this dude was the Greek king of
the gods) asking him to appoint a
king.
Zeus was amused by the frog's
plea. G'Ood-natured folk that he
was, he threw down a log into the
lake, which landed with such a

splash it sent all them frogs
scurrying for cover. But after a
spell, when one bold critter saw
the log was just laying there all
still and peaceful like, he told all
his buddies to come on out and
take a look at this big old monster.

In nG time at all the frogs grew
reai courageous and swarmed all
over the log Zeus had sent and
treated it like some mangy eggsucking dog.
Dissatisfied ' with so tame a
ru "' , they asked Zeus again,
saying: "We want us a REAL
king, a king who will _real_ly rule
over us." Zeus, by this time, had

Early Monday morning, I went
to class · to discover that some
group of subhumans (they didn't
have enough guts to mention who
they are), placed insidious propaganda in every room and as far as I
lost some of his good nature and
know, in every building on camgot powerful mad at them compus. Needless to say, no thinking
plaining old frogs.
person believes such rot and
So he sent them a sto.rk to
garbage as is ignorantly displayed
contend with. This stork was the
inthe little pamphlet entitled
oneriest bird who ever lived and
h~ started eating up frogs right 'Have you been .... BRAINand left. After a couple of days the WASHED?' At the expense of
frogs left, sent another message to bringing more unneeded attention
·· \ . ~sub
Zeus just begging and asking for to the backward,
mercy just one more time. Well, humans who, no doubt, unlawfully
Zeus didn't give a hoot by this time spread this crap on state property,
and he told them so. "You critters I hereby, positively declare: "Darkept hollering about not having a winism is specifically a Doctrine of
king and now you'll have to make The Temple of Unity in Th~
Garden." It follows then, that
do with what you asked for."
Now the moral of this story is these subhumans are spreading
this: Storks just love eating frogs. false doctrine, particularly offensive to my religious beliefs, nqt to
mention my intellect and powers
of reason. Subhumans who spread
the false doctrine of anti-Darwinrev1yal of N1xoman democracy. ism are clearly agents of the devil
We must ask: can people wno placed on earth to perpetuate
b · I d ,
f
h
.
o v10us y on t care · or uman superstition.
One ex-friend ("ex" because I
rights in the world really be
.
e~pected to support the !Ilost basic am not allowed by my religion to
rights?
Carter
·
d s on the right
· f track,
he -.JUSt nee
s
to
go
a
bit
urther.
,
f
Then well see how many o you
good liberals and other A~ericans
_ gr~b you~ bankbooks and yell for
King Dick.

U.S. may suffer clamor .
(con't. from pg. 4)
, f
b"ll"
th
o ers of th e wor ld s our 1 rnn
bl
I · t
peTopens
e mf
e.d s of 11ves
.
o trhou
ousan
were
s ent in two non-declared wars to
kpeep S ou th K orea an d S outh
. t nam "S a fe for d emocracy. "We
V1e
endeavored to reverse the once
popular domino theory of states
falling to communism.
.
Id .d
.
With the wor . -w1 e commumst
movement now so polarized into so
many different interpretations,
the new spector (or rather an old
one revisited) is the first item on
Maslow's scale of needs: physiological needs (e.g., water, food, air).
Cart"r is quick to speak up for
the rights of radical intellectuals to
be radical intellectuals, but is he so
concerned with the rights of
others to be alive? His critics,
those in the United States who
don't support him and those in the
Soviet Union who don't support
human rights, may soon be faced
with the same moral crises.
Well over half of the people on
earth would love a chance to drink
the water in Mexico. -As many
would bless the products of Gravy
Train and Purina. In the industrialized countries, thousands of
people stream from polluted cities
to the rural areas.
People in the United States
clamor for the SALT II accords to,
be reached so that a missle cannot
fall upon their third car. People in
the Soviet Union clamor for the
same thing so that a missle cannot
fall upon their first car.
Carter's stand for the rights of
humans is commendable, at least.
The criticism he has taken both for
his opinions and his tactics is
unjustified and comes from selfcentered losers.
Still, what he and all of us must
understand is that most of the
countries in the world have little
patience with the big powers'
arguments over this or that basket.
Without giving into the rhetoric
of some of the leaders of third and
fourth world countries, we must
come to grips with the extensiveness of world squalor. We must

evalu~te our com~itment~ to our
own ideology: without life, one
.h
. . ·
can pursue ne1t er capita1ism nor
communism.
, .
.
Carter s. liberal philos~p~y towards Soviet and .other d1ss1dents
has. .taken .a beatmg
from
f
· world
h
opm1on. With ew except10ns, t e
pr~sid~nt has been the ch_ief target
o~ md1gnant observers .Jealous of
his honesty and longmg for a

speak with subhumans who insist
on nonreason as a mental faculty),
mentioned one must not use
intellect, rather the heart. The
heart certainly is powerful, but
when combined with intellect is at
least a thousand times more
powerful than either alone.
- A full human mentioned to me it
is even the right of the subhumans
to freedom of speech--be that as it
may, than let me have equal say--I
propose that these subhumans (or
their backward thinking Church)
give my penniless Church an equal'
amount of money that it took to
print their pamp_hlets so that WE
can vent our "freedom of speech"
likewise.
Next, I point out that the world
is in an incredible state of flux,
undergoing a rate of spiritual and_
physical upheaval like history has
never before seen. Religion should
be a positive, forward looking ·
force, but when the devil attempts
to cut off the light to the mind,
close the eyes and stop up the
ears, then it is time to rebuke such
silly attempts at intellectualism,
however foolishly they present
themselves.
(Where there is
'no mind'. there is no intellect.) ·
In order to survive on earth, it is
necessary for modern man to
update his religious ideas lest the
religions strangle each other for
lack of forward thinking and
preaching of overburdening superstition.
If "you have been ...
BRAINWASHED", then you
ought to have a clean brain,
undoubtedly you are ready for a
modern religion.
For further
details write: Modern Religion,
106 N. Water, E'burg, Wa. No
subhumans or agents of the devil ·
need bother.
Look Forward, My children
Sincerely,
D. Johnson
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Gerontology sp~arheads
interdepartmerital major

Central contributes
conservation effort
By ROSE HULSMAN
On April 20, President Carter
asked Congress to curb America's
· big appelit for energy by making .
gasoline, oil, natural gas and heavy
cars more expensive. The main
rl!ason behind this request is to.
force Americans to cut back on
their consumption of fuel; they
burn 5· ven million barrels of
gasoline a day (4-21-77), Seattle
!!!!!~"' Mikee Feinsilber). The
proposal included a gradual gaso·
line tax in •r ase doubling the price
of gas in ten years.
Taxhlg gas' and oil would have
its advanlages in that money
would now back to the taxpayers
in the form of rebates, tax cuts
·and rewards for those who con·
s rve fuel; and it would insulate
home and tap the sun for heat.
Carter's proposal has a main
theme: "Reward those who con·
serve: penalize those who waste."
The Senate Committee has passed a measure which allows the
energy secretary to share price
setting authority with a threemember board and the President.
The new plan would also have th
secretary of nergy propos pricing decisions on gas and oil to the
board, who sends it's decision to •

the President for veto or a.pp·
roval.
'
Here at Cenlral, we should be
doing our part to conserve energy.
Phil Hamilton, assistant director
of the physical plant, cited the
followin~ measures being taken to
conserve nergy.
They are:
setting thermostats back in cold
weather and up in warm weather;
reducing the lighting levels; reducing the amount of usable· w-ate-r;
insulating doors, walls and ceilings; keeping door operations
functioning properly to decrease
heat escape; and installing glass in
_some buildings.
Ther is also an extensive
recalibrating of ventilation and
heating controls, and operational
. procedures for building remodel·
ing and construction is taking
place for better usage of facilities.
These are ome of the meisures
being taken to conserve on energy
and-resources. In this way, energy
use is kept 'down, along with the
costs of operating the- campus ..
Everyone must do their part.
Each individual should cooperate
and comply with the standard
procedures required to save en·
rgy, and in doing so, save mon y
and valuable resources too!

Leisure service fest
Festivities honorin~ leisure ser·
vices fOr seniors and alumni are
scheduled to be held Friday, May
20, from 2 pm to 10 pm. in the SUB.
The main event will be a student
alumni awards Helen McCab
Memorial Fund kick-off banquet
which will begin al 7 pm .in the
·SUB cafeteria. A social hour
prec des this dinner for alumni
and stud nts.
John Van of VANCO corporation and founder · of th Pacific

A

Northw sL Parks and Recreation
Foundation will be the guest
p aker at the awards banquet,
dis ussing the subject of accountabiliLy. Van will also be awarding a
holarship from his foundation to
Sue Hillard for her personal phi!·
osophy on r creation. Awards will
also be given lo outstanding
I isure s rvice seniors and alumni.
A Therap .utic Recreation Award
will be given to a graduating
s nior for his or her contribution
to that ar a.

Central is offering a new in·
terdepartmental major-gerontol·
ogy. Gerontology is the study of
the aging process and problems of
the agea. And it is an expanding
field.
· ·· ·
According to the Occupational
Outlook Quarterly, Fall 1976, "An
increase in the number of jobs
serving the elderly seems likely
for several reasons: 1) the elderly
population is growing; 2) public
awareness of the lderly is grow·
ing; and 3) many needs of the
elderly are not being met.
In future years, as public ·con·
cern is translat d into program
support, many new jobs likely will
be created in the field of aging."
Attempting to fill the need for
the education of service pro·
fessionals is Central's Studies To·
ward Aging and Retirement
(STAR) program. Studies in Ag·
ing, on component of STAR, is an
interdepartmental program which
includes academic, field study and
field experiences. Students can
earn a major or individualiied
studies MA with an emphasis in
Studie in Aging. The curriculum
is flexible and is determined by the
student with aid from a faculty
advisor. Individualized studies
programs are designed to meet' the
unique needs of each student and
academic base in gerontology.
Elwyn Od 11, coordinator of
STAR, aid, 11 Th purpose of the
BA and MA programs is to give
the student a strong background
in all aspects of social gerontology.
At pr nt, Central has the only·
BA and MA programs with this
emphasis in th tate of Washing·
ton_.''

HOST
:~1;: compensation is:
!~[ ·
ROOM and
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By JON BODIN
The w kend ha •ker who Ii s
his golf ball iwo fairways to th .
right may find this hard to b Ii - v ,
buL x ·uting an adequate golf
wing is within rea h of any
physically normal person.
mi
It's al o u f1wt that th we k nd
ha k r <lo sn'i h v to inve t
hundr ds of dollars in lessons to
a •hieve this goal. Almo t ve1 y
im pro agr s on Lh ssential fun·
dumentals of a good golf wing.
If you want to make th PGA
tour, th n thos fundamen als
must be r fined to an unb 1i vable
degree. But if, lik most ha •k rs,
you deRir only to shooL n resp ctabl round of golf consiii·'
tently, a simple knowl dge and
pra ·tic of lh s r w fundant ntnls
will pra •ti ally .nsure that you
will nev r
th high sid of 100
again.
F w, if any, pr golfe1 (book!il
and articl hav bP n writ n by
at least 60) dispul the fact that
th one unalterabl eA enLial to
r sp~ctable golfis n s ill heart. This
me n ex t'tly whA t it says. From
start to finisl of the gC1lf swing, th
golf i·'s head mu t 11ot mov more
than a fru ·tion of an inch. 'rhe
force g n rated by t.h golf swing
will naturally cau ~' sligh movem nl, hut th golf •r who is rio ~
about dropping strokes mw1t. wnrk

SOARD i!1!

It' 'i*'i: : :,: ~: :,!,~,:"~:, :, ,:.~:!,!, ~:,:,~, J
one

of a P.Wi
destfn.s
weddirf ri"tf.~
cust:om... »wdi:.,
6{U£; tJd.te-

cCass rings

Odell added, "Currently one
American in ten is 65 years of age
or more. The aged make up the
fastest growing group in the pop·
ulation and they comprise an ever·
increasing proportion of the total.
In 1900, Lhere were three million
aged, by · 1975, there · were 22
million, and by the year 2000, 30
million aged are projected. This
increase in the number of older
people almost certainly will affect
th economic, political and social
areas of Ameri an society. Professionals versed in problems of
th aged are going t<' be needed to
staff and administer these pro·
·grams."
Typical Studies in Aging

courses include: sociology of lei·
sure, psychology of aging, death
and dying, perspectives in gerontology, aging and health, and
problems of aging. In addition,
numerous individualized study op·
tions are available to students
through internships, field studies,
. workshops and field tries.
Studies in aging couraes can also
complement other fields. Soci·
ology, economics. physical education, recreation, psychology, political science, bu iness administration and public administration may
all b enhanced.
Interested students can contact
Odell at 963-2408. His office is in
the psychology building 4~9.

H.A. Be Ii eve It or No-t
Stopping smoking almost al·
ways improves lung function and
reduces or stops cough and spu·
tum production. It clearly reduces
also the risk of illness and death
from coronary heart disease, lung
cancer and emphysema.
Tips on Quitting

I

50% of successful quitters did. it
cold turkey: the other 500/o quit
gradually. The first 48 hours are
critical for most people. Once you
pass them, it will be easier eac~
day. So pick the tip that suits you.
*Smoke one less cigarette each
day.
•Make each cigarette a special
decision- and put off making the
decision.
*Don't give up cigarettes completely. Carry one with you in case
of need. You'll find you're saving it
permanently.

*Don't quit 11forever", just stop
for a day, and tomorrow try it for
another day, and tomorrow, and
tomorrow.
·
*Tell your friends and family
you're quitting. A public commit·
ment bolsters will power.
*Pick Q (QUIT) day - and quit.
*Hide all evidence of cigarettes,
ashtrays, matches, etc., so you
aren't reminded of your renuncia·
tion.
*Lay in a supply of chewing
gum, cough drops, carrot sticks,
ete.
*Nervousness, hunger, etc., are
igns of th body's readjustment.
If they're hard to manage, ask
yo·ur doctor for help.
.TOIN THE 80,000,000 AMER·
!CANS WHO HAVE QUIT-YOU
CAN TOOi
**REMEMBER- Kissing a
smok r is like licking an ashtray.

Hackers: Lower handicapp
with four easy exerci es

POSITION OPENING
The Conference Center

rn1

By RICK ARNOLD

Lo k 1 ttp this rnnvem nl. to an ah·
l
minimum.

~olut

1 hL i. not only l hl Rin I mo. I
important fundartHrnlal to ~·ood
golf, hut iL i 11 lso Lh(• mo~t difficult
lo achi v "
n his book Golf My way, Ja<.:k
Nickluus t lls how h mast red
this. Wh n he wa starting out in
golf, h hntl such difficulty k eping

his h ad still that his teacher, Jack
Grout, would make him hit several
ou ·k Ls of ball a day while Grout
had a firm gra p on a big lock of
young Jack's long, flowing blond
hair. If Nicklaus' head moved more
than n fraction of an inch, great
pain would b t.h result.
This method sounds somewhat
unorthodox, but Nicklaus want d
to refine Lhis fundam ntal to that
unb li vable pro d gre . Obvi·
ous]y, the on· -a-we k country
club player n d not go to such
l ngth ..
To a ·hieve ma t ry of this first
and most important. fundamental,
one needs only dedication and
time. It. seems that most golf rs
are long on th first and hort on
the second. One method duffers
may u
to n ·hi ve a still h ad
make th most of what Um th y
ha.v to devote to practfo .
.
The method includ s four ex·
rcis s: Two for home pra •Uc and
t.wo for on-cours pra tice.

Wh n al home, try to et aside
l .11 minuL s a· day and Aplit the

qually b tween th
two
s. Th fir L ex rcise con·
ists of taking your nor·mat golf
swing whil balan ing th haft of
noth r club on your head. The
other end of th t club hould b
re Ling on an obj ct about qua! t,o
you·r own h ight. If you can't find
s1u•h an obj ct around your yard,
th n g t friend Lo practice with
you. and take L\rrn holding the
dub fo
al'h oth r. Ev nt.ually,
you will d~v lop th ability to tak ·
your swing without" jo tling th
·Jub off your h ad. Wh n you hav
don ' this enough, you will bccom
u d to swinging this way.
To perform the second exe cise,
stand facing a wall without a club
Lime

~xerci~

in your hands, A ume your
normal stance. Now adjust the
position of your -feet so that your
h ad rests firmly again t the wall.
Maintain this position while taking
20 or SO pract.ic swings. Done for
10 minut s a day Lhese two
xer ises may ·ut strokes from
your game in 1 ss than a month.
Of course, these xercises will
do you no good if you don't get out
on the course and pra •tic . Here
are two t chniques which may"
help to ke p your head still
without a club or R wall pressed •
against it. One is a physical
technique and one is purely psy·
chological.
Th first is tunning in it's
simplic-ity, but never occurs to
most golf rs. Simply pick out some
pa.rt of the golf b 11 and wa ch it 11
through your swing until you se it, •
mn~e_conta~t with your clubhead.
~rh se •ond l hnique is a little
mor elu iv b cause it d als with
th mind, but if master d, will be
th tT ost effe Live OV rall tech·
niqu for gam improv ment you
will learn.
Wh n you st p up to the ball,
visualiz your head, n k and
spin as lUI axi on which the re t
of your body rotates. Lik an axis,
pi •tur it as immo.vabl and eon·
antrat on what your ·swing
would look lik if this was so.
Th most important thing to ,,
remember is don't discard thes
practic habit wh n you start to
hit th all b Ue-r. Oth1~rwis you
O(ln will regr f! to wh re you
w r b for . Golf i tr gam • which
requires con tant pra ·tice. · It's
rioubtful that J ck Grout still
gra.bs Jack NI ·klaus' hair on the
driving r ng but it's n fact that
the "Golden Bear" till visits Grout
once a month for lessons.
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Time-space-energy. Combined
they are Orchesis, a form of dance .
uniting these elements into a study
of three dimensional movement.
Orchesis is a Central student
dance ensemble~ They opened in
Three Penny Theatre last night, and
performances are set for Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 8:30 pm .
There is no adm issio~ _
c harge..
Pictured from the cast are Elaine
Goodey, Jill Graves, Kathy Kundert,
and Miguelito Snyder.
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Arts & Ent-ertainm_ent
It's a happenin'

If you can't find it, why are you looking?
servers seemed to get a rush out of
that.

By JODY DAIGNEAULT

The Labor Temple Dance ColCurious as to the underlying
lective and Book of Clone provided significance of the original comdance and music for Central stu- positions played by Book of Clone,
dents during the Festival of the I talked with the band's syntheArts held last week.
sizer and keyboard operator Steve
Fisk.
The event, "Synthesis," was
performed in the skating rink area
"Happenin' ": "In your own
(south of L & L building) las1 words, Steve, what did your event
Thursday to about 200 spectators h~ve to do with Festival of the
who were obviously trying to Arts?"
figure out what was going on.
Fisk: ''I'd like to answer that
with
another question: What did
The Dance Collective gave
everyone a show, alright. They any of the activities occurring
danced under, over, around and during the festival have to do with
through an art sculpture con- the arts?"
sisting of nylon cords stretched
"Happenin": "What is your conbetween two by fours attached to ception of art then?"
the ground. At the end of the
Fisk: "I've no conception of art.
dance, all the dancers marched to
the Ganges and jumped in. Ob- I'm a college student. Don't you

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
PLAYS THRU TUESDAY

LIBERTY The_~ _tre

lating between two to six or eight
personnel. Salt and Pepper, a
name derived from the racial
characteristics of the band's members, played some jazz, although
most of it was static.
Gerry Evoy sang and tickled
the ivories to some oldies but
goldies. Jim Francis rocked out on
acoustic guitar and vocals. Matt
Johnson produced some happy and
sad numbers, and Matt Carlson
Fisk: "Book of Clone was a
"Happenin": "But Bowie does
impressed everyone with his powgroup I formed when I was doing lots of stateside gigs."
erfully tasty voice· and guitar
graduate work at Juliard back in
'57. After we realized how lame _ Fisk: "Hey! We're an American_ playing.
the scene was, we toured around, · Band!" (extended silence)
spent a few years gigging around
"Happenin" : "Basically, what is
Master of Ceremonies Dave
Vegas and ended up in LA during
the main idea behind the name
Thomason deserves credit not only
the Summer of Love. We cut a few
for his "comic relief' but also fo~
Book of Clone?"
albums, but most of those
the fine job he's done all quarter
schmucks down there wouldn't
Fisk: "I think it's too esoteric to keeping Papa John's together and
know music if it came crawling
discuss in the Northwest." (even flowing.
into their ears in the dead of night
further extended silence.)
with spike heels on."

have any salt?"
"Happenin": "Who handles your
"Happenin": "What does salt band's wardrobes?"
-have to do with art?"
Fisk: "Oh, you mean the bath
Fisk: "It's the ultimate art. It
sits on your kitchen table hiding in robes. Our costume manager handles many internationally known
a small cardboa~d cylinder."
groups, and although our outfits
"Happenin": "You say the band were originally designed for David
providing the music for the dance Bowie and company, our manager
was named Book of -clone. How felt the suits would go over better
l~ng has the band been together?~~
with a stateside audience."

"Happenin": "Come on now,
Steve. I've heard that story before ... "
Fisk: "Shuddup. You're interrupting me. So anyway, we figured it was about time to move up
north and maybe start a commune
to get out heads together. The car
broke down in Ellensburg.

Dino De Laurentiis presents
a John Guillerrnin Film

~King

Kong,,

OPEN 6:45 925-4598
THE VILtAGE
·ENDS TU~SUAY
Show_s _ At 7__~0 Each NigQL
He doesn't get mad.
-·.. I.
He gets even.
tt ·

mEFAKMER
~-

rRl

Columbia

.11.

Plu·s This Grea_t Co-Feature
The girl is 12. The guy is ataxi driver.
What happens to both of them will shock you.

COLUMBIA PICTURES I""<""

ROBERT DE NIRO

TAXI DRIVEi\
ELLEN
Hit
*1

Drive-In

OPEN 8:30' 925-3266
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

THE 6REATTEXAS
DYNAMITE (HASE

I guess it was fate because we
found our guru here; the 18-yearold perfect master Parmahansa
Nate Smith. Up until that point,
everyting 'was directionless chaos.
Sri Nate Smith gave us a purpose,
a direction, a quest and a goal! I
mean it's so cosmic. I can't explain.
Like he said in his third book, "If
you can't find it, why are you
looking for it?"
"Happenin": "How does this tie
in with Book of Clone?"
Fisk: "Actually, it doesn't. The
band was killed in a horrible
boating accident three days before
the Synthesis performance, so I
had to do it with a bunch of halfbaked locals.
"Happenin": "How did things go
with the new band's performance?"
Fisk: "Just fine,• except the horn
section and the Clonettes didn't
show."

Professional Typist will do thesis, term papers, course work,
· etc. Call Gail 963-2~03; after 5:
925-1727

"Happenin": "Any plans for the
future?"
Fisk: "We're going to keep
playing until we receive some sign,
omen or message from God or
maybe even the Ellensburg P.D.
You know, it's all in the mind.
Dig it? It's all too much. We'll
know when it's time to stop. You
notice I wasn't killed in the boating
accident. I kinda feel that's God's
way of telling me he wants to hear
some music Him and His Old Lady
can dance to. Don't you know
about Reggae of Disco tunes, man?
It's a happenin."

Central's Chamber Orchestra,
under the direction of Clifford
Cunha, filled a noon hour Sub Pit
with exquisite classical music. All
the selections performed were
sweet and flowed like honey.

Some selections played were
Minuet from Mozart's Musical
Joke, Alan Schulman's Trinity,
Haydn's Concerto in C Major
(inspiring cello solo by Nancy
Sowdow) and Vivaldi's Concerto
(moving soprano solo by Joan
·McDonald). The orchestra's music
was a pleasant respite from the
"Happenin": "Shuddup, Steve." blase' music I usually find noatmg
.around Ellensburg.
Fisk: "Thank you, it's been my
pleasure."
Speaking of "floaty" music, Bad
Boy from Seattle played Goofy's
scene last week. Their name
doesn't imply "bad"; it was just
Few people stayed around until
bad. It's not that I don't like rock
the end of the outdoor Papa John's
and roll. I just didn't care for the ,
on Wednesday, May 11. Can't say
way they butchered most of the
as I blame 'em, though. The wind
rock they got their hands on.
was cold and that crummy P.A.
the BOC expects musicians to
The Wishbone Ash numbers
entertain with is pathetic. Everywere alright, but the vocals on
one did, bowever, hang around
Zep's Immigrant song · and
long enough to eat their steaks
Trower's D~y of the Eagle were
picnic style.
"cheesy _butt." Both Aerosmith's
Sweet Emotion and Chuck Berry's
Some of the diehards remaining
Mabelline were high energy boreto the bitter end of the gig smoked
dom. About 90 per cent of their
and blew soap bubbles just like at
reportoire was the same old crap
a real outdoor concert.
every other_ commercial band
T.J. and "gang" (Kaole was in
playing the tavern circuit does. As
there somewhere) played original
Frank once said, "Just another
and unorig"inal tunes while oscilband ....... "
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K-Mart site remains
at standstill
By ROSE HULSMAN
On January 22, 1976, proposals
and planning began for the developmenl of a K-Mart shopping
center to be built within the next
year. The site of construction has
not yet been determined and
remains at the root of the controversy.
The Ellensburg Planning Commission, chaired by Wolfgang
Franz, is set up to determine
specialized land planning matters
but has nol yet arrived at a
-satisfactory zoning application.
After developing a successful proposal, the City Council must then
either approve or disapprove the
zoning application.
According to Franz, K-Mart
would like to build away from the
According to Franz, K-Mart
would like to build away from the
Central Business Dristict and to
locate at the intersections of South
Ruby, Damman Road and Canyon
Road. By building there, the
· Ellensburg business district would
be split into · two sections. The·
Damman Road area was originally
zoned for a commercial highway.
If K-Mart were to build at the
aformentioned intersection, the
increased traffic volume on South
-Ruby would have an adverse
impact on the intersections of
South Ruby, Damman Road and
Canyon Road. It would also have
an adverse impact on the intersection of Mt. View, South Ruby
and Canyon Road. Residents
would be affected by increased
traffic flow, noise levels and increased lighting and glare resultin from parking lot illumination.
From all indications, the l;ity
Council, Ellensburg Planning Commission, residents of Ellensburg
and Central students are in favor
of a new K-Mart.
Some members of the Planning
Commission are more conc,e rned

with environmental impacts, land
use and cost. A more favorable
location would be in the Central
Business District along Main
Street and 2nd Street.
If K-Mart was built close to local
businesses, it · would create competitive prices.
the Central Business District is
a dominant feature of the region.
The building of K-Mart would
enhance the Central Business DisLricl and make it a center for
commercial, financial, governmental and cultural activities.
' Bob Spaulding, Ellensburg's
City Planner said, "At this point,
the Plannin_g Commission is involved in technical and procedural
problems by making the zone
chanl!e at th~ South Interchang-e.
This is a strong legal decision with
many complicated· effects on the ·
cily."
K-Mart's got to bend, or the City
Coundl has to recognize the South

DRS. DILEMMA-Sir Colenso Ridgeon explains h_e has to make a
choice of whether Mrs. Deubedat's husband should be saved and
whether his life was worth saving. Monica McDonald played Mrs.
Deubedat and Bruce Hopkins played Sir Ridgeon.

Albu·m auction
set for diabetes
By ROSE HULSMAN
Diabetes is a major health
problem in the United States. It
affects 10 million Americans (almost 5 per cent of the population.)
The_number of people developing
the disease appears to be increasing at a rate of 6 per cent per
~ent per year. Between 1965 and
1973 cases of diabettjs increased
by more than 50 per cent. At this
rate, an American born today and
living an average life span of 70
years has greater than a one in
five chance of getting diabetes.
If the disease is overlook.ea or

Central swingers .sing
Disneyland medley
The Central Swingers will perform a Hoagy Carmichael Medley
with several other tunes and will
be helping to· celebrate the 50th
anniversary of Mickey Mouse.
The Central Swingers have
formed their own Mickey Mouse
Club and will present a medley of
Disneyland songs. It promises to
· be a show for all ages.
Central Swingers . have performed for local clubs, schools and
nursing homes, have toured over

Interchange as a possible second
business district.
. If the site at the South Interchange is approved, Ellensburg
would have to improve roads at a
cost to the taxpayer. Over 1,000
feet of South Ruby Street would
have to be rebuilt. The city
planners would like to see K·Mart
located in a place where public cost
is at a minimum, and where
customers could take advantage of
the selection and commodities
K-Mart offers.
_
According to Spaulding, the
building of a K-Mart (at an
estimated cost of over a million
dollars) would bring employment
to the city and tax revenue of
$21,000 a year, but that money
($21,000) "wouldn't even build one
city block."
Until plann.ers and council members decide on the best location
without more conflict in zoning
changes, construction of K-Mart
will be at a standstill.

spring break with . the Central
Singers and have performed in
Yakima for Kiwanis Clubs and the
State Convention of the American
Association of University Women.
The shows will be held at Hertz
Recital Hall May 20 and 21 at 8.
There is no charge but there is an
oppo~tunity for donations. Everyone ts urged to attend an entertaining evening of song and
dance.
.

neglected, there is a possibility of
heart attack, blind!J.ess, kid11ey
oisease or gangrene. Diabetes is a
killer: it causes over 38,00 deaths
per year.
It is a chronic hereditary disease
that affects normal sugar burning
processes within the body. Diabetes patients often have to take
shots of insulin every day. It can
be controlled, but there is no cure
for it.
The research being done to find
a cure for diabetes is expensive.
The leisure service dept. (215
class) is sponsoring an album
auction on May 26 and will donate
all the money for diabetes research. The auction will be held
from 8 pm to 11 pm in SUB 204-205
on May 26, 1977. It will be a new
and used record auction with big
companies such as Warner Bros.,
Electra and Asylum donating albums. In the past the auction has
· raised over $500.
Any students wishing fo donate
records or needing more information about the auction are asked to
call Dave Romano at the leisure
services office, 963-3551.
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ESSE JAMESWAS AMAN
WHO HAD KILLED MANY MEN .
BUT HE CAME TO HlS DFATH AT tm:
HE STEPPED OUT ON THE FLOOR
~
WITH LITTLE RDBERT FORD
~
AND JESSE WAS SHDT DOWN ON TH£ SL't'.
OH, JfSSE HJ\D kWlFE,
ALADY ALL HER LI FE
·
AND CHILDREN SH£ ~A\>SED TO BE G~OWN;
BUT THAT DIRTY LlTTLE COWARD
THhT SHOT MK HOWARP

~

HE LAID POOR JESSE lN HiS GRAVE.

*~'\ ~\4\1'

. .

SUNDAY ~i·"·

Dance to LIVE Music
at the

\~~'\
In the Caboose Room
Don't forget Ellensburg's finest dining
at the · iron Horse Restaurant
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·Letter se_arks more gue.stions:

International studies program rebuked
By DAVID ADAMS
Disagreements between the officals of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and Central authorities concerning the International
Studies Programs bus system's
le~ality remains to be questioned.
Th~~ .letter of exemption to
ex-director of the program Clair
Lillard, clearing the International
Studies Program from ICC regulations, has been found by the Dean
of Undergraduate Studies, Don
Schliesman.
· The letter dated April 30, 1976
to Lillard from W.F. Sibbald, Jr.,
chief of the motor carrier section
for the ICC in Washington, DC,
stated that for the buses to run
without ICC approval, passenger
transportation should be furnished
"without charge."
Sibbald continued in the letter
by saying, "However, if the passengers are charged even a reduced rate, the bureau's position is
that usch transportation is for hire
requiring commission authority to
perform.·
Lillard said iil a May 12 inter·
view, "The program does not
charge students for the use of the
bus to Mexico, but only charges for
motel accommodations and bus
service in Mexico."
However, that might not be the
case.
According to a taped
interview with Lillard, in Februarv 1976, advertising brochures
outlining the erogram, and with
interviews with students, a fee
was imposed on passengers going
from the US to Mexico.
On April 21, 1976, Lillard wrote
the Interstate Commerce Commission in Washington, DC about'.
legal status of the bus service. It
was only eleven months earlier.
one of the buses was stopped in
Laredo on· June 8, 1976. The bus
service had been in operation since
1970.
Sibbald's reply to Lillard's letter
of April 21, 1~76 outlined the
motor transportation and questioned many parts of it.

"The Central Washington State
College as the operating institution of the Northwest Council of
Colleges, (NWCC) leases eauioment from a Mexican firm's
'drivers (it was revealed in the
Crier's May 12 issue the firm's
drivers were indeed used). But
due to conflicting requirements of
this commission and the US Immi- .
gration Service the college proposes the drivers be in the
employment of a third party of a
Mexican company which supplies
faculty, domestic help, facilities,
etc., for the college in Mexico."
Sibbald continued by saying, "I
. do not see how the transportation
described above could be performed within this country without
appropriate authority from this
commission."
• "Apparently," said Sibbald, "it
was believed the principles established by the commission in their
personnel service rules stated if
drivers were hired by a third
party for the sole purpose of
transporting the shipper's goods ·
from private to for-hire carriage,
that this was applicable to the
above described situation."
However, the principles of personnel refer only to transportation
of property by shippers or private
carriers. The transportation involved here is with passengers."
The only possible suggestion
Sibble made besides the Mexican
carrier applying for an ICC permit,
would be for passenger transportation to be furnished without
charge.
In a memorandum dated May
18, 1976, Lillard stated to all
Northwest Council of College re·
presentatives, "effective immediately, all transportation on NWCC
buses within the United States
will be without any charge whatsoever."
Yet in a taped conversation with
Lillard on February 3, 1976, there
appeared to be discrepancies between what he had written and
what he had reported to the
NWCC member schools and to
W.F. Sibbald in Washington, DC.

Lillard then replied to Sibbald in
a letter dated May 25, 1976,
"effective immediately, Northwest
Council of Colleges bus transporta·
tion will be furnished without
charge within the United States to
students, faculty and staff of the
NWCC member schools."
"When discussing the differences between cost and revenue
and how that pertained to the
leasing of bus contracts," Lillard
said on tape, "the buses are- the
sole cost to begin with."
Because included in the round
trip ticket is seven nights in a
hotel, so the bus cost must be
increased itself. Total cost must
be increased by bus cost."
When asked if he included the
hotel rates in the bus fare, Lillard
said, "That's correct. The student
pai_d a fixed fee for round trip,
down and back, and that fee
included seven nights in a hotel
while in transit."
"Another thing that has to be
looked at," said Lillard, "is that we
have a significant variation in load
factor. The thing I did was project
a moving load factor in order to
price the buses.
"There are times when those
buses come north completely
empty. No revenue, at all. There
are other times when they go
south completely full and come
north completely full."
Obviously when those buses are
running full we are making a
profit. Obviously when they are
running empty, taking a trip-bytrip basis, we are losing money."
Besides what appeared to be
discrepancies by Lillard, the advertising brochures outlined the
Mexico Program bus transportation as optional, costing $100 one
way and $150 for round trip.
The brochure, entitled "Mexico," advertises a flat fee for the
bus trip to Mexico. Although the
bus service is optional for students
to use at there choice, it does not
specify the difference of transportation to and from Mexico, or of
bus trips with Mexico, Lillard
previously claimed.

PBL competes in events
The Phi Beta Lamda State
(PBL) Leadership conference was
held on Central's campus April
29-30. Student from four colleges
throughout the state came to
compete in various business
events.
The conference included three
small group activities. Mourie
Pettit talked on "Assertiveness
Training". Dick Albertson spoke
on "Handling Conflict in Organizations." Mrs. Gerald Berg showed a
film and discussed the March of
Dimes organization.
The conference was concluded
with an awards luncheon in the
Solar Dome at ·the Holiday Inn.
Central's PBL club won ten of the
14 events.
The first place winners are now
eligible to represent Washington
at the National PBL Conference in
Denver, Colorado, on July 5-8. The
Central PBL Chapter is now
organizing fund raisers to send
·five Central students to compete
in Denver. A car wash will be held
in the .Safeway parkng lot on May
20 from 12-7 pm.
Central event winners are:
Extemporaneous Speak!ng
1. Marsha Graf
Executiv~ Secretary
1. Anne Richardson
2. Laretta Weyand
3. Clarice Burton
Ms. Future Business Teacher
1. Diane Fowler
2. _La ureie Case
3. Lynn Telford
Ms. Future Busin~ss Executive
2. Anne Devney
3. Marsha Graf

Mr. Future Business Executive
1. Mike Sparrow
Accounting II
1. Marsha .Graf
Economics
1. Vicki Gross·
Business Administration
1. Anne Devney
2. Marsha Graf

The advertising brochure was
issued, according to the Office of
Information, either in November
or December of 1976. A full seven
months after Lillard's May 25
reply to Sibbald stating no charge
would be issued.
A member in the Office of
Information said all material of
that nature has to come through
their office. The member stated
that no request for change of
information had been reQuested.
There were student-s inter·
viewed. Asked about bus costs
they said they were indeed
charged for bus transportation as
well as motel acCOID.1:JIOdations.

One student interviewed was
Bernie Gorman. Gorman went to
Mexico in the fall of 1976 (as did all
of the students interviewed). He
said he and everyone was charged
for transportation. Gorman said
he went round trip and payed
$150.
Clair Lillard resigned in September 1976 as head of the International Studies Program, and
Rosco Tolman took over as Director.
However, Tolman claims, in the
Crier May 12 issue he never talked
to ICC officals nor did he have
correspondence with them. ''That
was done by Clair Lillard," Tolman
said.

IT DOESN'T TAKE THREE YEARS OF
LAW SCHOOL FOR A CAREER
IN LAW
The School of Paralegal Studies at the University of West
Los Angeles offers a program for college graduates
interested in a career in law but not wanting to spend
three or four years in law school. At the University of
West Los Angeles, the Certificate as a Paralegal Specialist
in Probate, Litigation, Real Estate or Corporations may
be earned in only one semester of day study.
The School of Paralegal Studies maintains a successful
placement staff whose sole responsibility is to place our
graduates with law firms, governmental agencies, corporations, and other organizations needing personnel
trained in the law.

3. Mike Sparrow
Executive Typist
1. Clarice Burton
Business Law
1. Anne Devney
3. Marsha Graf
Business Communications
1. Laurie Case, Cherie Stean,
Anne Devney

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL OR WRITE:

SCHOOL OF PARALEGAL STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF WEST LOS ANGELES
10811 Washington Blvd. Culver City, California 90230

213 I 204-0000
APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

BE WINNERS
WITH WINEGARS

*

2% milk
Gr-adeA milk

66¢

V2 gal

Past/Homo· milk

67 ¢

V2 gal

.
' 5 ....
W1negar

E ••

open M .o nday thru Saturday
Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

1pm·'7pm

.411. w. .1.,••,. 121-1821
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'MechanicallY- inclin_e d as a kid'

Professor modifies typing for handicapped
By GARY C. FISHER
A calculator a cerebral palsy

vi •Lim can operate··n typewriter a'

deaf person can see when the
cnrriage is at the margin, these,
and many oth r office equipment
modifications for the handicapped
have been done 'by Charles Guat·
ney, Central professor.
·
Guatney, an associate profeuor
of business edu ·ation and adminis·
trntive management, has been
modifying office equipment in his
~par time for 15 years.
11
1 was mechanically inclined as
a kid. One day someon asked m
to repair and clean a typewriter
for a person who had cerebral
palsey··so I did, and that's where
my interest began," h said.
In addition to modifying office
equipment, . he occasionally runs
workshops on 0,ffice ma •hine re·
pair for s er taries, school teach·
ers and interested persons.
''I organize the coursti around
problems and how to corr t them.
In th 15 years I have b n doing
this, I have had one complaint. I'm
proud of my record," he said.

11

Wh n I worked for the Ver·
mont State Department of Educa·
tion, 10 per cent of my tim was
'spent with th handic:apped, 11 he
said.
"Wh n I modify offic machin s
for the handicapp d, it unlocks
part of the shell around them so
they can communicate with the
world at large. A lot of t,hese
p ople hav av rage or better·
than-average minds which ar
locked up in a shell··th ir body," he
said.
"It's unfortunate it's called a

handicap. I look at it ns a physi •al
inability that they have to bypass.
If they are given the right modi·
fied equipment, they can be pro·
ductive as anybody lse. They can
fit in," Guatn y aid.
On modification h developed
was a typewriter for · the d at.
Instead of a b 11 that. rings when
the carriage reache the margin,
he installs n micro·switch hooked
up to n light. Wh n th carriage
reaches the margin, the light goes
on showing the person it's time to
r turn it.
"I've rigged typewriters so p r·

sons who ar paralized from th t~omplex technokigy for p or>l ,"he
should rs down can use it by commented.
pushing the key with a stfok in
One important point Guatney
their mouth. Also I've rigged mude wns lh t handicapped pcwple
earring~ return switches to foot ne~d jobs to upport them lv~s,
pedals on the floor," he said.
rather than relying on ocial and
Gualney works with all typ s of stat aid. "If you tak9 away a job
handicapped people. It take him from a hand!capped p-erson, you
about an hour to modify a type· ·
writer if h has all th equipm nt.
Guntncy said h has promoted
modifi d quipm nt for th handi·
capped for a number of years. "W
are a society dependent on ma·
chines. Tht"Ough b tter us of
them, people·especially th handi·
Susan Hilliard, a Central S nior
capped··can be bett .r prepar d for' from Yakima, has been s lected as .
the world."
on of five coll g and university
"More and mor p oplE' ar
tud nts stat wid to r c Ive a
'be oming awar that modifi d Pacific
Northw st Park, and Re·
machin s can b us d for th
Foundation Scholar hip
1 hnndi apped. They hav
a pot. n·, creation
Award.
tial: let them ex rci e that poten·
Presentation of the 1976-77
tial and a genius may result," h
cholarship
wa announc d by
Maid,
According to Guatney, th re ur Gary Fero~lia, chairman of the
very few people who have the board of di.rectors of the founda·
know-how to modify office quip· tlon.
ment for the handicapped. "I look · Cho non th basis of academic
nl mys If as a t chni •ian. I would achi v me~t, lead rshlp and per·
·do it for a client. I simplify onal quahti s for potential pro·
fessional suece , Hilliard wa one

take nwny Lhair dignity.'' h said.
"Working with and modifying
equipment for the h ndicapp d
pui•so11 giv • me persorrn.l satisfac·
tion b ca use I nm doing something
they cnn us tn make themselve
pi·oductiva human being in this
world," Guatney cone!luded.

Hilliard wins award
of' a numb r of candidat from
throughout the tate considered
for the award.
JiilJiard i an Ea t Vall y High
School graduate.

WANTED:. Roomate to 1hare

ott....mpU. expenaea thil awn·

mer female. Pref 21 or older

988-BrrS.

Professional Typist will do th •
sis, term papers, cour work,
etc. Call Gail 968·2808; fter 6:
925·17.27.

RING DAY
Final Day al
Here's your chance to order a beautiful
men's traditional Saladium ring from the
ArtCarved representa ive, Sally Perry, at
a dramatic savings. The ArtCarved
Saladjum ring that regularly retails for
$71.00 will be available for only
$59.95: So, come on in to your
College tor and check out he fantastic savings on Ar Carved jew~lry;
but remember the ArtCarved representative will on ly be in the bookstore
on May 24, 25, and 26 to help you
order.

Discover How Good Light Beer CanTaste.
Tap your feet. Ring those bells. Strike up the band. And pop those tops.
Now Rainier brings you Mountain Freshness in a lower-calorie~
less-fillrng beer specially brewed for taste.
•one-third less than our premium Regular Beer.

Rainier Light tastes better and fresher. One sip, and you'll be smiling in the sunshine and singin' in the rain - as the taste of
Rainier Light puts you somewhere over the rainbow till the clouds roll by.
Get happy in the good old summertime and every other season. Hitch your wagon to Rainier Light.
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Championships nixed,
rules stay
In a proposal receiving pre·
liminary approval, the Evergreen
Conference (EVCO) has voted not
to conduct championship meets in
cross-country, wrestling, swimming, tennis and track during the
upcoming 1977-78 season.
Those sports will continue to
remain under the rules and regulations of EVCO, however.
Track has been a mandatory
sport, along with football, baseball
and basketball, for membership in
the EVCO. Therefore, the proposal involves a · change in the
league's constitution. Since an
amendment to the constitution
must be ratified by a two-thirds
majority at the regualr meeting.
following the one at which the,
amendment is presented. Final
approval cannot come until the faH
g~t-together of EVCO athletic
directors and faculty athletic representatives.
Conference schedules will re- ·
main in football, basketball and
baseball.
The Evergreen Conference proposal comes in response to a
directive of the conferente school
{>residents to consider reorganizing and realigning. They had
asked for some input by Oct.
10, 1977, when they intend to
meet, but had not called for any
changes to be made prior to the
1978-79 season.
In the Evergreen Conference
men's tennis championships,
Southern Oregon was first with
156; Eastern Washington 148,
Western Washington 69, Central
56 and Oregon College of Education 39.

Named to the All-Evergreen
Conference Baseball Team from
Central were Dave Lukens, pitcher; shortstop Tim Sund; third
baseman Greg McDonald; outfielders Rick Mitchell and Mike
Ammerman, and. utility infield

Mike Beeson.
The final Evergreen Conference
All-Sports standings are: Central
47 112, Eastern Washington 43 112,
Southern Oregon 38, Oregon College of Education 34, Western
Washington 25, Eastern Oregon 14
and Oregon Institute of Technology 11.
This weekend the men's track
team will be traveling to Cheny for
the district meet. Senior Jim
Hennessy is heavily favored in
both the 5,000 and 10,000 meters.
Lou Boudreaux also of Central
holds the EVCO record in the
steeplechase in 9:07.5.

Where's the Ball? Central and Pocomo played for the
championship in the 7th Annual Strawberry cup
Inviational Rugby Tournament. Pocomo left the field
with ·a 12-0 victory to capture the title. (photo by
George May)

Season closes

Cats out of NAIA title
Lewis and CfaiKC"ollegemrded giving way to Jim Van Lith in the
Central's baseball season last third when the Warriors came up
weekend in Lewiston, Idaho, by with four runs. Dave Iraola
sweeping the two of three game relieved Van Lith in the fifth and
series to capture the District 1 fini_shed the contest.
title.
In the second contest, three Cat
The Warriors will travel to
Spokane Friday for the West pitchers gave up 19 hits, and the
Coast Regional tourney. They are Central defense committed three
'currently ranked third nationally errors. Keith Van DeKeere and
Randy Kerr combined for an
among NAIA teams.
Central finished it's season with Mike Ammerman was the only
a 20-15 record. Lewis and Clark is Central hitter to get two hits.
currently 46-11 going into region- eigh_!-hitter against the Cats.
als. The Warriors belted out 3(
hits in the two contests, winning
11-1 and 12-0.
Warrior pitcher· Glen Johnson
picked up his third win against
Central this year by going the
distance in the first game. Central
managed seven hits off Johnson,
but was able to produce only one
run in the third inning. Roger
Valentine doubled and scored on
catcher Stan Renecker's single.
Mike Crandell started on the
mound for the Wildcats before

Senior Rick Mitchell poked four
hits to lead Central.
Mike Lukens suffered the pitching loss for Central, his third of the
season against seven wins. Lukens
lasted until the third inning when
he was replaced by Ben Reichenberg. Rusty McKewn came in for
Reichenberg in the seventh and
'
finished the contest.

010 000 0 1 7 4
Qentral
Johnson and Ireland, · -Orizotti
(7); Crandell, Van Lith (3), Iraola
(5) and Renecker. HRs--LC, Walt
Mason.
Second Game
Central
000 000 000 0 8 3
Lewis-Clark
104 060 0 1111 1

Lukens, Reichenberg (3), Mc
Kwen (7) and Renecker, Leclair
First Game
(5); VanDeKerr, Kerr (9) ar:i
Lewis-Clark
104060011111 Ireland, Orizotti (7).

SALE/ .(Present stock only)
~PIONEER4t
CT-F2121 Front Loading Cassette Deck.
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WITH WALNUT CABINET, PLUS
•

Selector switch for chrome or
reg. tape

e
e

Front-panel mic &. headphone jocks
DOLB.Y noise reduction

List $225

NOW

GORY

~,.

$_175

While They Last!

GRUESOME
AND
BIZARRE
IN

THE
SUB

LOAD U UPON TDK Cassettes, too
These prices good with deck purchase:
TDK-SD""'.C6·0 (list $2.69) ... 6 for $8.99

THEATRE

showings at ·

TDK-SD-C90 (list $3.99) ... 6 for $ 13.4:J

~, TEREDCRIFT

''-.!./.

408 N. Pearl

962-2830

4, 7, & 9 p.m.
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E6LL EQoTBALL

PR~YIEyt

Prepsters ioi_n ranks Trio reps Central at AIAW
Kathleen Kilpatrick, Pam Riggs
Kilpatrick will participate in the
and Cindy Pottle will represent 100.·meter hurdles, Pottle in the
Central today at the Association oi- discus and shot put and Riggs in
I ntercolle giate Athletics for the 400-meter sprint.
Women national meet in Los
Central finished fourth in the .
Angele-s.
Northwest - Collegiate Women's
Tom Parrv ~aici.
Track and Field Championships
· last week. Seattle Pacific Univer·
The · junior college player is
sity set four meet records to run
Stove Hagen en, a 5·10, 180-pound
away with the team championship.
defensive back from Clacamas . ~a~
Gary Peter, of Seattle's Tyee-·
College in Oregon. Also listed as a
Pam Riggs won the 200 in ,an
defensive back and an offen ive High School, earned second team
outstanding
time of 25.1 and was
tight end is John Price, of Seattle. all North Puget Sound League
second in the 400 in 55.6 behind
honors.
·He
i
a
6·8,
220-pound
Price, who played prep ball at
the record breaking performance
Glacier High School, has been with tackle whose prep coach was Jim
of Lisa Sorrell from - Eastern,
FottJ>.erh
the Burien Flyers for the past two
Two athletes from William F. Washington. Her time was 55:1·
Ardell Moore, a 6·8, 207-pound
years prior to starting his college
career.
tight end and linebacker from West and one from Monte~ano
Cindy Pottle was second in the
Kelso High School earned con· High School indicated they will discus with a toss of 156-10 behind
Freshman entering directly ference honorable mArit.ion honors. join Central's football team this the record breaking performance
from high school include Charles
of Seattle Pacific's Lorna Griffin,
Gr en, a 6-foot 162 pound plit end
Rick Clark, of Kentridge High fall.
whose toss was 164·9. Griffin also
The
play
rs
from
West
are
an<l afety from Yakima's Davis School, was awarded his team's
High School. Son of Mr. and Mrs. inspirational and most improved Leonard Womack and Earl Azel· won the shot put with a throw of
Charles c. Green, he is a speedster honors this past season. Clark is tine, who also pitched for ,his 49·8.
~h~
sprints from the Davi& 190-pound running back and line,
ba eball team. Kenyon Lyle is the
backer.
H1.~h p·ira,t e t rac k team.
Brad Nakamura, of Fife High play r from Montesano.
Fre hman Rick Stephenson, a School, who played center and
Womack · is a 5-9, 180-pound
6·foot 180-pound defensive back ·- defensive lineman for Coach Jeff offensive halfback and defen ive
and wid rec iver earned all·state Short is a 5·11, 200-pounder.
lineba~ker. He was named the
team's most valuable player and
was voted to the All Black Hits
League squad. Womack placed
second in the state double-A
In what coach Neil Roberts
5 .. 10 Wed,, Thurs., Sun ,, wrestling me t at 178 pounds. called
their best tennis of the year,
Aiellime also earned honors on the Central women's tenniB' team
5 .. 11 Friday & Saturday
the all~ league team the last two picked up a big boost -by winning
years.
La t fall he wa ·selected the Boise State Eastern Area
$2.00 minimum order
West's best; defensive player. Cen· Tennis Tournament, last weekend
tral coach Tom Parry plans to use at Boise State University.
Central finished with 70 points,
the 6·3, 200·pound Azeltine pri· sev n better than second place
marily as a defensive tackle.
,sos N. A ~,, ••,
Washington State, who had
, ,
,
Lyle attended Gray Harbor downed the Cats twice during the
Community College la t year after season. Third place went to Mon·
his s 1 ct.ion to the all·conf rence tana State· with 44.
Central picked up four of six
team as a tight end in 1975 at possible -singles titles, losing only
Montesano. Lyle, 6·4, 190, also the No. 1 and No. 6.
plays defen ive safety.
Mary Andreotti, Central's first
One Or gon community college'
transfer, a form r prepster with
two year emi·pro experi nee and
11ven highly-ranked high school
players will join Oentral's football
program next falll Wildcat Coach

honors and the all-conference most
valuable player _awgd for Castle
Rock High School. Son of Mr. and
Mrs. 'Bill Stephenson, Stephenson
played prep ball for Coach Howard
Hosely.
Mark Damschen, another Castle
Rock High School graduate this
June, is a 6·2 quarterback who will

West coast
a·thletes
recruited

Kathleen Kilpatrick was second
in the 100-meter hurdles in 14.6
behind Oregon's Mary Officer. The
800-medley relay team of Jan
Miller, Leann Makin, Kathleen
Kilpatrick and Pam Riggs, finished
a close second to Eastern Wash· .
ington in 1:47.2. The winning time
was 1:46.8.
Other meet records were made
in the javelin by Sonya Bennett of
Seattle Pacific with a throw of
162·11. In the 400 relay by Oregon
in 46.9 and in the 5,000 by Seattle ·
Pacific's Anita · Scandurra in
18:16.2.
Team scoring was:
Seattle
Pacific 159, Oregon 106, Washing·_
ton 68, Central 44, Eastern 26,
Washington State 18, Oregon Col·
lege of Education 17, Pacific
Lutheran 14, Southern Ore8'on 12,
Spokane Falls 8, Seattle 8 and
George Fox 8.

nm

Central women
win tournament

...
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*Men Jeans $14U
*Mens. Shirts from $6 99
*~unlor and Missy
Sp.o rtswear 113 off
*Junior J an 25 % off

*Junior T hlrt $421
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BRIC-K in Roslyn
TAVERN,
PRESENTS

Frid yM y20th &
a turd y May 21st

Ty on Rifffr m

attl

singles player, finished third, but
acc,ording to Roberts played well.
11
She downed Ann Sugar from
WSU in the quarter finals and
that's the first time she's beaten
her. She really played good," he
said.
The only other player who did
not take first place was Jane
Andreotti, who finished second.
Andreotti lost to Deb Panatoni of
wsu, 7-5, 6·2.
Central's second singles player,
Ronda P-anatoni, downed Jo Mont·
gomery of WSU, 6-8, 6·2 to capture
a title. The Wildcats' third singles
player, Kari Hamilton, bumped
Ann Perry, also of WSU, 7-5, 6·4
for first place. Gail Gertsmar
defeated Michelle Chauner of
WSU, 7·6, 6·1 and Karen. Patter·
son beat Marlane Dickson WSU,
6-2, 6·3, to round out the singles
action.
0
lt. was more less a Centrai:
WSU finals. The girls really came
through and picked up a ve>."Y big
win," said Roberts.
In doubles action the No. 1 team
of Mary Andreaotti and Gair
Gertsmar downed Marci Kuna.and
Alohalinda Nava of the College of
Idaho, 6-2, 7-5. The second and
third doubles teams for Central
both finished third.
11
' This hopefully will give us a
big lift going into regionals this
weekend (regional tou1·nament in
Ashland, Ore.), because it's going
t.o be tough,'' Roberts said.
Some of the teams that will be in
the tourney are Univenity of
Washington, Seattle Universtiy
and Pacific Lutheran. In two
matches this sea on, the U of W
hut out Central twice, 9-0. ,
"We know the U of W i going to
be tough but we don't know any·
thing about tho
other - big
schools. It will be a great tour ney,"
added Roberts.

unday May 22nd

RESEARCH

Dream Boat-

,
$2.75 p r pag
Send for your up·to-date, 160.paie,
mail ordor c1t1lo1. Enclose $1.00
to cover pos1a&e (delivery time Is
l to 2 day ).

' 1.2 midnight
& Happy Hour 4.7

Thou ands of Topic

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD .. SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477·8474 or 477-5493
Our r11t1rch m1t1rl1I Is aold for
reu1rch 111t1t1nct onl~ .
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: The foliowing
employers will have representatives at the
Placement Center to interview interested
candidates. The sign-up schedules will be
posted one week, to the day, before the
arrival on campus:
SCHOOL DISTRICTS INTERVIEWING:
Shelton School District
May 25
May 26
Clover Park School District
BUSINESS & GOVERNMENT INTERVIEWING:
US Marine Corps
May 23-25
Officer Selection Team
Del Monte
May27
RABIES CLINIC: The veterinarian association, in conjunction with the health
departments throughout the area are
sponsoring a rabies clinic on May 21 in
Ellensburg and Cle Elum.
At Cle Elum from 10 to 11:30 am, shots
will be given to domestic pets. It is
recommended that cats be restrained in a
blanket or covering for easier management
and control, and that dogs be kept on a
leash. Also, to receive a vaccination, the pet
must be at least three months old. The site
for the vaccine session will be the Cle Elum
Fire Station.
Later that day in Ellensburg, local
. veterinarians will also be administering the
vaccine from 1 to 4 pm at the Ellensburg
Fire Station.

The vaccine should be given every two
years. In Canada, it is required annually.
. Although ·t here is a $3.50 fee for the cost of
the vaccine, the benefits received are many.
The annual vaccination clinic helps to keep
rabid animals out of the community,
lessening the chance of an epidemic.
Last year. the turnout was such that the
clinics ran out of vaccine, but local
authorities are sure that will not happen
this year.
A MINI HEALTH FAIR: will be held
Tuesday, May 24 from 10 am to 2 pm in
Nicholson Pavilion. Sponsored by community health . education majors in Wilma
Moore's methods and materials class, the
fair will present information on family
planning, venereal disease, alcoholism aJ!(,
quackery. All students and faculty are
encouraged to attend.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS: Application deadline for summer quarter at the
Mexico International Center in Guadalajara
is June 1. During the summer months there
are two programs at the center-the liberal
arts program held each quarter, and the one
month Workshop on Mexican Culture
combining a course in Latin American
studies with a field trip to the Yucatan
Peninsula, Oaxaca and Mexico City. Information and application forms may be
·o~tained from the Office of International
Programs, Peterson 202 (963-3612).

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Sherwood and Roberts, Incorporated, will be on campus Thursday, May
19, from 10 am to 4 pm, to conduct three
seminars on Mortgage Banking and Real
Estate Sales. The seminars will be to
discuss "The Housing Industry as it Relates
to Mortgage Banking and Real Estate Sales
.Careers.
Session I:
Session II:
Session III:

lOam
llam
2pm

SUB204-205
SUB204-205
SUB204-205

All students and faculty are encouraged to
attend.

CIVIL SERVICE MEETING: There
will be a meeting for all civil service staff on
Thursday, May 19, 1977 at Hertz Auditorium. One session will be at 11 am and
a110ther at 3 pm for those who cannot attend
the morning meeting.
President Brooks will be presenting
information on the Central Investment
fund. Bill Allison will be presenting information on Employee Insurance, and Wadell
Snyder will be presenting information
HEPB/College Rules.
All supervisors are asked to grant release
time to their employees to attend this
meeting at one of these times.
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Leukemia.
ItS no longer ·
adeath sentence.
American Cancer Society~.

PUT YOUR CHECKING
ACCOUNT ON. ICE FOR
THE ·SUMMER.
Leaving for the summer? Don't close your
checking account. Put it on ice. Just give
us the word. We'll keep it open all
summer with no service charge
(as long as it remains inactive).
Of course, you could use your
account anytime during the summer, and pay the normal service charge for that month
only. Either way, when you
come back to school in September, your account will be open
and waitingforyou. Now how's
that for a cool idea.

MEMBER FDIC

Campus Crier;

ay 19, 1977;

~age

16

HARDCORES!!!
THIS IS IT .6 A ·)lf·SATURDAY

JOc SCHOONERS
HARDCORE T-SHIRTS $2.95
6A·M• lOA·M· · SATURDAY
21 & OVER

(EXCEPT HARDCORE HAPPY HOUR)

GALLONS · · · · · ·
5 QUARTERS!!!!
BRING YOUR OWN JUG!!!!

FRI SAT SUN

KEGS TO GO $23.50
75SWEEPSTAKES
NUMBERS

Y

-1
KEN

112400
110823
110851
.110826
112893

PAULA .
SHERRIE
DOTHERY
ANN
BILL .

110950 .
110979
110956
110850
110842

MARY
FRED
CONNIE

;JAN·

STEVE
ERNIE
MICHELLE
SAM
RICK

112382
112352
112422
112434
112471

($l

2

DEP)

6AM!
..

